Physical Therapy

AMPUTEE  STROPS

APRHYKBCQTAP   ADL  REHABILITATION
BAREOHQPEG    OUTPATIENT
BOXQHIPE                           WORK
CUTTERESUIREA                           HARDENING
EDEAQGSSRHE      EDUCATION
EEEDTMAPUHO                      HOME
FFETUPMSRE            CARE
GALLICERTSNGS       GAIT
HOMGEDE                           IN
IENICIDESMSTROPS       ENRICHMENT
JOEFC             VARIETY
KGAUINRRTS      ENGAGEMENT
LIPQMYZTGFETR        OUT
MAMENRTH             WAY
NIDGHY             LIGHT
OEDRE                           RANGE
PACRDEMU                           OF
QREICCTCHJ   MOTION
RANGE OF MOTION

ADL        GD    C
exercise    health    education
home care  hospitals  geriatrics
pediatrics  range of motion  out patient
sports medicine  strengthening  school system
work hardening